BPX COMMITTEE ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS

December 2, 2020 – January 3, 2021

1. December 8th Meeting Minutes accepted and posted on CMCDenver.org BPX webpage
2. CMCDenver.org BPX webpage reconfigured
3. Dues of $20 annual to be assessed BPX members effective January 4 when CMC renewal is made; requests to CMC staff to update Interest Selections, CMC Special Interest sections, etc.
4. CMC Finance staff queried as to how BPX Treasurer will know of # members paid and amounts on monthly basis; staff response stated they hope to have financial statements by schools and sections out in January
5. P&P link posted on CMCDenver.org BPX webpage
6. Facebook format, recruiting “likes”, admission protocols, recruiting leaders, engaging sibling CMC Groups on FB,
7. Stake Your Claim (SYC) calendar distributed
8. Fast Track Guidelines requirement emphasized to continue upward growth of BPX exchange between Uwe & John
9. Preliminary Trip Matrix provided by Steve & Research Team to cmte; next steps to include consistent trip summaries, consistent posting on CMC.org schedule
10. Communication with DS&L to have BPX cmte members designated Instructor Leaders
11. Communication with DS&L for on-line TLS availability
12. Communication to TLC & TLDC regarding invitation for CMC Virtual Leadership Summit
13. Official group size proposal to State response by Keegan Young to gather support and propose to RMC then State Board since there is an official BOD policy of 4 participants constituting an “official” CMC trip; Keegan assigned to Maddie
14. Secretary & Treasurer Duties & Responsibilities discussion with Jennie
15. Gear Check reservations made at Mueller SP and Chatfield SP
16. DGC Liaison, Kristin Tollefson, assigned to BPX; response included identification of all materials available to DGC about BPX
17. Benefits of online school concept for BKPS
18. Potential for Aim Adventure University offering by CMC State
19. JIT Trip and Supplement Trips Concepts Papers to cmte
20. BPX Addys authorized
21. Seattle Mountaineers training requirements of leaders
22. CAIC Member Benefits Campaign
23. Standardized format/font/spacing for BPX documents
24. Standard Note wording to go at bottom of all BPX trips identifying need for registrant to commit to trip and BPX community
25. Bill Greer, El Pueblo, appointed to BPX Committee 12/3/2020 to assist Uwe Sartori in TL Development and Recruitment; bio provided
26. Politicians vs Activists communication to Keegan Young
27. AAC Annual Membership which includes extraction insurance to be used for any BPX Leader claiming 4 or more trips; Keegan Young purchased at discount on behalf of BPX; BPX to pay for cost of AAC Memberships; AAC memberships to be sent to those leaders claiming 4 or more trips after SYC event
28. Kudos from Kathy Kurtz to John on P&P Development
29. Comparison of BPX Training Requirements with CMC 2025 Strategic Plan sent to DGC Co-chairs
30. Standby Pool of Members Willing to Go on Short Notice to be developed; announce to members with Advance Trip Matrix on 4/14; list to be provided to all BPX Trip Leaders (identified as technique for Slay the Dragon)
31. Standby Pool of Leaders Willing to Lead a Trip on Short Notice if Original Leader Injured or Ill to be developed; announce with Advance Trip Matrix on 2/3 (identified as technique for Slay the Dragon)
32. Interviewed two BPX members interested in volunteer position of Event Coordinator, no response yet to Communications Coordinator
33. Notice Virtual Leadership Conference hosted by CMC notice to be sent to all existing and current BPX trip leaders
34. Membership Demographics notice sent to cmte 12/25 showing 30% of BPX membership at 12/16/2020 represents sibling groups

Open Items from Prior Month Not Resolved
1. Trips completed vs Trip Days completed; Keegan Young supportive; issue is at DGC; CMC Staff Maddie Miller is contact for State issues
2. Official group size proposal to State response by Keegan Young to gather support and propose to RMC then State Board since there is an official BOD policy of 4 participants constituting an “official” CMC trip; Keegan assigned to Maddie and requested it be available for January 2021 CMC BOD meeting. Is on agenda per Maddie.